Jaguar Virtual Middle School Lab
Business Keyboarding (semester 1)/ Peer Counseling 1(semester 2)
 Using a special online library of software, you will gain typing speed while learning the proper technique to become
a keyboarding master. You will also learn business skills to prepare for your future career.


Build the confidence and skills to succeed in middle school. Make peer pressure work for you instead of against
you, and learn how to create strong friendships where everyone wins. By the end of this course you will have higher
confidence, new skills for success, and dozens of proven strategies to unlock your potential and achieve your
dreams.

Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Learning Strategies
Gain strategies to find important information quickly, transfer it to long-term memory, and perform better on assignments
and tests. You will learn to become a more efficient learner, find balance, and prioritize goals.

Jaguar Virtual High School Foreign Language Lab
* Must take two consecutive years of the same foreign language to fulfill high school requirement.
* Course(s) will be a part of the student’s official high school transcript.
Chinese 1
Learn conversation elements in Mandarin Chinese, including greetings, introductions, and the exchange of basic information
with others using authentic materials.
Chinese 2
Develop your communication skills at a more advanced level, including listening, speaking, reading, and writing in Mandarin
Chinese using authentic materials.
Pre-Requisites: Chinese I
French 1
Learn basic French grammar to help build your fluency and understanding, and apply what you learn through interactive
games, written practice, and listening and speaking exercises.
French 2
Strengthen your French listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills with engaging and interactive videos, dialogs,
presentations, self-checks, and much more.
Pre-Requisites: French I
Latin 1
Develop a foundation in Latin grammar and vocabulary while also learning about the mythical Olympian gods and Roman
history.
Latin 2
Building on your knowledge of Latin grammar and vocabulary, you will also explore Roman engineering, art, commerce,
and its system of laws to demonstrate the flexibility of the language.
Pre-Requisites: Latin I
Spanish 1
Learn basic Spanish grammar to help build your fluency and understanding, and apply what you learn through interactive
games, written practice, listening, and speaking exercises.
Spanish 2
Strengthen your Spanish listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills while experiencing the beauty and expressiveness of a
language that is shared by different people and cultures throughout the world using authentic materials.
Pre-Requisites: Spanish I

